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‘I Don’t have a Flower’
Workbook

SECTION A
 A. 1. (c) 2. (c)
 B. 1. President 2. clerk 3. honest 4. cents
 C. 1. Abraham Lincoln was honest, pleasant and kind to the people who came to his store.
  2. The woman had come to buy some supplies at the store.
  3. When Abraham Lincoln added the money paid by the woman, he realised that she had 

paid six cents extra. So, he walked two miles to return the extra money to the woman.
 D. 1. (c) 2. (d) 3. (a) 4. (b)

SECTION B

 A. Fill in the following order: statement; complete; subject; predicate; know; capital letter; full 
stop; verb.

 B. Any reasonable sentences are acceptable. The following are examples:
  1. Declarative: Pawan drives a small car. I am going to the market.
  2. Interrogative: Where has Papa gone? Who has put the book on the sofa?
  3. Imperative: Open the door please. Stand in a queue.

 C.  Fill in the following order: you are; Yes I am; What is your; Please sit; Yes; sit on/have; sits; 
will not talk/are not going to talk.

 D. 1. S 2. Q 3. Q 4. I 5. I 6. I 7. Q 8. S

SECTION C

 A. 1. injured 2. sobbed 3. soar 4. doubtful 5. sure 6. chop

 B. 1. ate 2. fate 3. hate 4. mate

SECTION D

 A. The following are examples: Soldiers can be seen in the picture. Their duty is to defend the 
country from enemies and attacks. They are carrying weapons. They use the weapons to 
guard the country and its people. They also help us during natural disasters and civil unrest.
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2. THE STORY OF THE AEROPLANE

SECTION A

 A. 1. (c) 2. (c)

 B. 1. (b) 2. (d) 3. (a) 4. (c)

SECTION B

 A. 1. Wright brothers: P – Count.; aeroplane: Com. – Count.

  2. brothers: Com. – Count.; track: Com. – Count.; Flyer: P – Count.

  3. boys: Com. – Count.; girls: Com. – Count.; Class: Com., Coll., Count

  4. School: Com. – Count.; stationery: Coll. – Uncount.; children: Com. – Count.

  5. Police: Coll. – Uncount.; dacoit: Com. – Count.; area: Com. – Uncount.

 B. Countable: notebook; table; laptop; glider; inventor; eraser; apple; orange; teacher; currency 
note; shirt; pen; ring.

Uncountable: light; darkness; coffee; honesty; ink; sweetness; paper. 

 C. 1. Cutlery 2. Bench 3. Orchestra Band 4. Classmates/classfellows 5. Cabinet 6. Police

 D. child – children; girl – girls; woman – women; man – men; friend – friends. The rest of 
the words have no plural form.

 E. a monkey; a leaf; a pen; an orange; an owl

Milk, honesty, grass, heat and air – Uncountable nouns, hence don’t need a/an.

 F. 1. F 2. M 3. C 4. C 5. F 6. M 7. M 8. F 9. M 10. C 11. M 12. M 13. C

  14. F 15. F 16. M

SECTION C

 A. 1. jump 2. cry 3. shout; clap 4. sit; sleep 5. yell

 B. 1. chief 2. sieve 3. thief 4. niece 5. brief 6. grief

SECTION D

Any reasonable sentences are acceptable. The following are examples:

 1. A fleet of ships sailed from the harbour. The man was chased by a swarm of bees. 

 2. What is the price of these bananas? Rohit ran after the puppy and caught it.

 3. Lorna served tea in new cups. Can I have some milk please?
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3. SAVE WATER – SAVE THE WORLD

SECTION A
 A. 1. (c) 2. (d) 3. (a)
 B. 1. Thai New 2. 13; 15 3. water balloons
 C. 1. festivals 2. years 3. balloons 4. children

SECTION B
 A. Underline   Circle
  1. precious   water
  2. comfortable   furniture
   new    classroom
  3. loud    music
  4. children   park
  5. good    manners
 B. 1. tallest [quality] 2. beautiful [quality] 3. three [quantity/number] 
  4. quality [quality] 5. group [quality]
 C. Fill in the following order: us; noun; describing 
 D. Any appropriate adjectives are acceptable. The following are examples:
  1. Quality: kind; good; naughty; pretty; tall; etc.
  2. Quantity: some; any; more; first; three; etc.
 E. Fill in the following order: brave; wicked; long; milk; iron; some; courageous.
 F. 1. No other animal is as clever as the fox. (positive)
  2. The dog is more faithful animal than any other animal. (comparative)
   No other animal is as faithful as the dog. (positive)
  3. No other state of India is as beautiful as Kashmir. (positive)
   Kashmir is a more beautiful state than any other state of India. (comparative)
  4. Delhi is bigger than many cities of India. (Comparative)
   Delhi is one of the biggest cities of India. (Superlative)
 G. 1. Good/better/best 2. Intelligent/more intelligent/most intelligent
  3. Brave/braver/bravest 4. Loose/looser/loosest 5. Light/lighter/lightest
 H. 1. more helpful 2. bigger 3. cooperative 4. the tallest 5. more beautiful 

SECTION C

 A. 1. bigger/biggest 2. tastier/tastiest 3. ruder/rudest 4. higher/highest

  5. smaller/smallest 6. fatter/fattest
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 B. 1. FRIEND 2. BEAUTIFUL 3. HARMFUL 4. CONSERVE

 C. 1. (c) 2. (d) 3. (b) 4. (a)

SECTION D

 A. Any suitable sentences are acceptable. The following are examples:

  A lady is buying some fruits. A man is trying to get the attention of someone. The vendors 
are selling fruits and vegetables. Some people are carrying bags of vegetables. The lady is 
enquiring about the price of apples.

 B. Fill in the words in the following order: good; exclusive; rare; decoration; paper napkins; mats; 
antiques; good
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4. A JOURNEY IN SPACE

SECTION A

 A. 1. (d) 2. (b)

 B. 1. () 2. () 3. () 4. ()

 C. 1. Asteroids 2. Stars 3. Planets 4. Statellites

SECTION B

 A. Fill in the words in the following order: I; you; I; your; She; her; she; she; you; Your; you; you; 
you; us; your; you.

 B. 1. you; I 2. I; mine; yours 3. It; me; mine; you

 C. Fill in the words in the following order: we; our; this

 D. Fill in the words in the following order: She; her; she; She; she; [The text should read: 
Consequently, the British troops tried to imprison  but  did not succeed 
in arresting  ]; her; they; her; her

SECTION C 

 A. 1. THUMP 2. BRAVE 3. STRANGE 4. COMPANION

 B. 1. insecure 2. insensitive 3. incorrect 4. impure 5. infinite 6. impossible

  7. impractical 8. insane 9. impolite 10. incapable 11. independent

  12. indirect 13. [The word should be ‘precise’] imprecise 14. imbalanced

SECTION D

 A. 1. Mercury; Earth; Venus; Mars; Jupiter; Saturn; Uranus; Neptune [any four]

 B. Any reasonable sentences are acceptable. Clues: Constellations;  Solar system; Planets.

 C. The following is an example:

  Address 

  Date

  My dear [friend’s name],

  I will travel in space very soon. I am looking forward to it so much. I will be able to see stars 
and watch the planets! But I hope we don’t go too close to the sun! The spacecraft is to 
carry us right around the Earth and then return. We will be travelling in space for three 
whole days. I can’t believe how lucky I was to be selected! Do reply soon. I wish you were 
with me. I will tell you all about it when I return.

  Your friend,

  [Your name]
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5. GREAT SCIENTIST – ISAAC NEWTON

SECTION A

 A. 1. Mesopotamia 2. Hindu-Arabic 3. flat, sand-covered; counting pebbles

 B. 1. An abacus consists of a wooden frame which supports wires or rods on which beads slide 
from side to side.

  2. Unlike counting on fingers of the hand, an abacus can be used to calculate very large 
numbers accurately.

  3. Abaci are useful as a teaching aid in pre-school because the movement of the beads helps 
children to understand the groups of ten that are the foundation of the present number 
system that we use. 

 C. Any reasonable sentences are acceptable.

SECTION B 

 A. Fill in the blanks in the following order: play; am; like; am; are; have; interest; love; read

 B. Fill in the words in the following order: sit; have; clap; want

 C. 1. are 2. is 3. is 4. is 5. am 6. have 7. are

 D. 1. is giving 2. are making 3. are going 4. are cutting

 E. 1. Simple Present 2. Present Continuous 3. Present Continuous

  4. Simple Present 5. Simple Present 6. Present Continuous 7. Simple Present

SECTION C

 A. 1. (d) 2. (a) 3. (e) 4. (b) 5. (c) 6. (f)

 B. 1. (d) 2. (a) 3. (g) 4. (f) 5. (h) 6. (c) 7. (b) 8. (e) 9. (j) 10. (i)

SECTION D

Any reasonable sentences on the basis of the clues given are acceptable.
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6. WORLD ANIMAL DAY

SECTION A

 A. 1. (b) 2. (d)

 B. 1. The cow was red and white in colour.

  2. The cow gives the poet cream.

  3. The poet finds the open air and the light of day pleasant.

  4. The cow moves here and there on the meadow.

  5. The cow loves to eat the grass and flowers on the meadow.

 C. 1. fall/tall/call 2. scream/team/dream 3. stay/pray/clay 4. start/part/tart

  5. grinned/ tinned/ skinned

 D. 1. (b) 2. (a) 3. (d) 4. (c) 5. (f) 6. (e)

SECTION B

 A. 1. was 2. were 3. helped 4. were

 B. 1. gathered 2. danced 3. made 4. cried

 C. 1. presided at the 2. returned 3. thanked 4. built

 D. 1. had 2. were 3. had 4. was 5. shone

 E. 1. (d) 2. (c) 3. (a) 4. (b)

 F. 1. brought 2. understood 3. sang 4. troubled

 G. 1. flowed 2. invented 3. soared 4. took [Students can frame sentences on their own]

 H. 1. rang 2. brought 3. kept 4. taught 5. won 6. forgot 7. spoke 8. threw 

 I. Underline and write the following: were celebrating; were dancing; were singing; were very 
happy; were enjoying; was crying; was searching.

 J. 1. was planning 2. was travelling 3. were having 4. was running 5. was travelling 

SECTION C

 A. 1. child 2. chick 3. cool 4. decor 5. enjoy 6. story 

 B. The following are samples:

  2. The chicken was very different from the others in the brood.

  3. I waited until the tea had cooled a bit before drinking it.

  4. The decorations at the wedding were lavish.

  5. She always found reading a great source of enjoyment.
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  6. History classes became very interesting after Miss Das began to teach us.

SECTION D

 A. Fill in the words in the following order: was cutting; was cycling; was holding; were eating;    
was flying; was thinking

 B. boy; girl; aircraft; sun; clouds; curtains; window; sky; shirt; dress; face; hair; hands; fingers

 C. Any reasonable sentences based on the clues given and your own imagination are acceptable.

 D. Place the sentences in the following order: 4; 1; 3; 5; 6; 7; 2.
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7. DR APJ ABDUL KALAM

SECTION A

 A. 1. (d) 2. (c)

 B. 1. ‘Wings of Fire’ and ‘Ignited Minds: Unleashing the Power within India’.

  2. Dr APJ Abdul Kalam was called the ‘Missile Man of India’.

  3. In ‘Wings of Fire’, Dr Kalam gives details of his simple, humble early life and the struggles 
and difficulties he faced on his journey to become the ‘Missile Man of India’. 

  4. In ‘Ignited Minds’, Dr Kalam talks about the hurdles that prevent India from reaching the 
top of the world despite having hardworking people and extraordinary talent.

 C. 1. fell 2. old 3. lazy 

SECTION B

 A. Fill in the words in the following order: He’ll; He’ll; he’ll; He’ll; They’ll; They’ll

 B. 1. will teach 2. will make 3. will visit 4. will see

 C. 1. am going to start 2. is going to become 3. are going to hold 4. are going to vote

SECTION C

 A. 1. painful/painless 2. potable 3. portable 4. clueless 5. tasteful/tasteless

  6. useful/useless 7. handful 8. traceable

SECTION D

 A. Students may do the first part. The words in the rest of the exercise may be filled up in the 
following order: in; Ram Nath Kovind; for; He; country; President; at.

 B. Any reasonable answer is acceptable. You can write about issues related to education, 
sanitation, health, safety, etc.
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8. HUMPTY DUMPTY

SECTION A

 A. 1. waistcoat; pocket watch 2. rabbit hole 3. ‘Drink me’ 4. tears; sea

 B. 1. Alice reached a great hallway lined with doors after she fell down the rabbit hole.

  2. Through the door, Alice saw a beautiful garden.

  3. After Alice drank the contents from the bottle, she shrank to such a small size that she could 
enter the door to the garden but could not reach the key that had been left on the table 
top.

  4. When she ate the cake, Alice became huge and tall and was unable to enter through the 
garden gate.

 C. 1. Scare: Alice was scared when she fell down the rabbit hole. 

  2. Garden: There was a beautiful garden beyond the little door.

SECTION B

 A. 1. an; the 2. an 3. a 4. the 5. the; an 

 B. Fill in the words in the following order: A; a; the; a; the; the; the; the; the; an; the; the; The.

 C. 1. An 2. An 3. A 4. A 5. A 

SECTION C

 A. 1. (d) 2. (d)

 B. 1. (d) 2. (a) 3. (b) 4. (c)

SECTION D

 A. Fill in the words in the following order: flowers; roses; price; 10; a few; five; I; you; 50/fifty; 
again.
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9. AN EXCITING CRICKET MATCH

SECTION A

 A. 1. (a) 2. (a)

 B. 1. every evening 2. matches 3. Indian

 C. 1. (c) 2. (a) 3. (d) 4. (b)

SECTION B

 A. 1. at; in 2. under; to 3. between 4. on; for 5. out of 6. to

 B. 1. in 2. on 3. to 4. for 5. at

 C. 1. between 2. down 3. in 4. in 5. near 6. of 7. over 8. to 9. under 10. up 

 D. 1. on 2. round 3. at 4. from; to 5. from; to 6. in

 E. Fill in the words in the following order: on;  with;  to;  at;  before;  to;  for.

 F. [Should be, marked as F in the workbook] Fill in the words in the following order: and;  but;  
so;  and;  and;  and.

 G. [Should be marked as G in the workbook] 1. Mother baked a cake and some cookies.

  2. We visited the Taj Mahal but not the Agra Fort last week.

  3. I took medicines because I had fever.

  4. Sumera will drink chilled orange juice or some lemonade.

 H. [Should be marked as H in the workbook] 2. Mother drank a cup of tea because she had a 
bad cold. 

  3. Dipti went to the teacher and gave her a rose.

  4. I remembered my friend’s address, but forgot her telephone number.

  5. She will write with a blue pen or a pencil.

  6. Radhika was about to miss her school bus so she left in a hurry.

 I. 1. and [] 2. but [] 3. so [] 4. or []

 J. [Should be marked as J in the workbook] Fill in the words in the following order: and; 
because; and; and; and.

SECTION C

 A. 1. pain 2. pan 3. room 4. chin 5. main 6. chain

 B. 7. billion 8. fan 
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SECTION D 

 A. The following are examples:

  1. Who is batting?

  2. What is the fielder doing? 

  3. Who is bowling?

  4. What is the audience doing?

  5. Where is the cricket match being held?
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10. BIRBAL WINS AGAIN

SECTION A

 A. 1. (b) 2. (b) 3. (b) 4. (b)

 B. 1. The carvings on the walls and gateways of Jahangir Mahal show animals and flowers.

  2. The Yamuna river flows near the Agra Fort.

  3. The Sheesh Mahal and Khas Mahal face each other. 

  4. They both are made of marble stone.

  5. [Qustion 5 in the workbook should be deleted. Question 6 is therefore Question 5] The 
Sheesh Mahal is decorated with glass pieces and has a big fountain.

SECTION B

 A. 1. politely 2. smilingly 3. wisely 4. yearly 5. punctually

  6. everywhere 7. tomorrow 8. now

 B. 1. slowly [manner]

  2. politely; respectfully [manner]

  3. smilingly; courageously [manner]

  4. here; there [place]

  5. recently [time]

  6. upstairs [place]

  7. confidently [manner]

  8. sweetly [manner]

  9. quickly [manner]

  10. courageously [manner]

 C. 1. somewhere 2. everywhere 3. out 4. downstairs 5. there 6. here 7. abroad

  8. underground 9. away 10. homewards 11. away 12. outside 13. somewhere

  14. outside 15. there

 D. 1. often 2. immediately 3. rarely; always 4. yesterday 5. recently

  6. soon 7. tonight 8. never 9. finally 10. usually 11. early

  12. [There should be a full stop after the blank] today 13. nowadays 14. tomorrow

 E. 1. boldly [adverb of manner]

  2. carefully [adverb of manner]

  3. beautifully [adverb of manner]
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  4. carelessly [adverb of manner]

  5. comfortably [adverb of manner]

  6. leisurely [adverb of manner]

  7. badly [adverb of manner]

  8. neatly [adverb of manner]

  9. religiously [adverb of manner]

  10. politely [adverb of manner]

SECTION C 

 A. 1. throne 2. shine 3. more 4. dive 5. glove 6. down 7. prove 8. clan

 B. 1. Adorned: Decorated

  2. Magnificent: Splendid; spectacular

  3. Encourages: Motivates; supports

  4. Deeply: Intensely

  5. Crucial: Decisive/Critical

SECTION D

 A. Any reasonable sentences are acceptable. 

 B. Any reasonable sentences are acceptable. However, the following are examples: 

  1. Birbal was one of the navaratnas of Akbar’s court.

  2. He was known for his wit and wisdom.


